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FCCOE; 11/29/20; Ruth 2; Rev. T. Ziegenhals 

Series: God in the Midst of the Chaos 

“Pictures of Kindness” 

Introduction: How do you think about what happens to you in life? Is it fate? Is it luck? Coincidence? Is it 

the result of hard work? Where does the hand of God figure into the equation? How might you 

recognize God’s fingerprints on your life? All of these questions are part of the broad biblical theme 

called providence. Not a city in Rhode Island, providence is the subject of how God governs his world. It 

tells us that there is a lot more going on than we can see, although it’s not always clear what this is!  

Providence is a major theme in the book of Ruth which we’ve begun to explore in these Sundays of 

advent, keeping an eye out for how God is at work in the midst of the chaos of our world and lives. 

We’ve seen God at work in some very dramatic ways during the tumultuous times of the judges. While 

the events narrated in the book of Ruth take place during those same times (1:1), we will see God’s 

hand at work in very different ways in Ruth as he pursues and accomplishes his purposes, patiently and 

quietly, exercising his kindness through the lives of some relatively ordinary people.   

As we ponder God’s providence, the word “kindness” (hesed) surfaces throughout the book. It’s a hard 

concept to put into English in just one word and so you’ll see translations that include steadfast love, 

mercy, compassion, lovingkindness. It seeks to describe a love that goes beyond social convention or 

legal requirement, a love that is undeserve or unearned, a love that doesn’t have to . . . but does. I 

appreciate how Carolyn Custis James defines it in her book on Ruth: “A loyal, selfless love that motivates 

a person to do voluntarily what no one has a right to expect or ask of them . . . they willingly pour 

themselves out for the good of someone else” [cf. Jesus!] (The Gospel of Ruth, 115). Importantly, hesed 

is primarily something we do, not just talk about.   

As we continue on into Act 2 this morning, listen for the presence and activity and pictures of this kind 

of love that the text reveals. [READ]   

I. Scene 1 – Back in Bethlehem (1:22 – 2:2)  

 A. Scene 1 opens with Naomi and Ruth having arrived at Naomi’s home in Bethlehem. Recall 

that, due to a famine, her husband Elimelech had moved the family to the foreign land of Moab. There, 

Elimelech died, her two sons married and then they died, leaving Naomi without grandchildren and, 

hence, any visible means of support. One blow after another caused Naomi to become bitter, concluding 

that God’s hand had been against her. But we saw how her bitterness had caused her to miss the signs 

of God’s light in her life, how, in his kindness, God had begun to fill her emptiness, through the 

presence, and commitment to her care, of her daughter-in-law Ruth, as well as their return home just as 

the barley harvest was beginning. 

 B. Ruth, the text continues to remind us, is a Moabite, which is intriguing to the plot as Moab 

and Israel had a very complicated relationship. During the days of Moses, there had even been a ban put 

on Moabites, preventing them from entering the assembly of the Lord (Dt. 23:3-6). Further, at the 

beginning of this scene, we’re given the information that Naomi had a relative on her deceased 

husband’s side, a man named Boaz, but we’re left wondering what that could be about. In any event, 

Ruth does not sit still, which is actually remarkable, for it’s likely that given the baggage they had 
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brought with them from Moab, both women were easily suffering some form of depression. The loss of 

a spouse, of a child, of financial security, plus a major move are all events that can trigger depression. 

Ruth seems to be able to get out of bed and move forward by remembering her vow to take care of 

Naomi. Often, thinking of and caring for someone else can be the best medicine.  So, Ruth sets out to 

see what she could find for their immediate need, which was food.  

 C. She was actually looking for a field in which to pick up the scraps—the leftovers—that the 

Mosaic law said should be left for the poor, the foreigner, and the widow. The practice is called gleaning. 

Here’s how it was legislated: 

 When you reap the harvest of your land, do not reap to the very edges of your field or gather 

 the gleanings of your harvest. Do not go over your vineyard a second time or pick up the grapes 

 that have fallen. Leave them for the poor and the foreigner.  – Lev. 19:9-10 

 When you are harvesting in your field and you overlook a sheaf, do not go back to get it. Leave it 

 for the foreigner, the fatherless, and the widow, so that the LORD your God may bless you in all 

 the work of your hands.  - Deut. 24:19 

Provision, in other words, had been made toward the care of the less fortunate and the outsider  

Illustration: In a modern application, I read of a company that manufactures large, industrial fans. From 

the manufacturing process, as the blades are shaped, the factory floor becomes littered with metal 

shavings. You might expect them to regularly sweep up the shavings and take them to the local scrap 

metal merchant. And they do. You might expect the merchant to weigh the scraps and then write this 

company a check for the value. And he does. And you might expect the company to pop that check in 

the bank to support their ongoing operations. Which they don’t. Instead, they send the funds to a local 

charity. While you can’t really let people into a factory to glean, it doesn’t mean you can’t creatively find 

a way to offer the proceeds of such gleaning to those who need help. 

 D. Sadly, though the ability to glean was law in Israel, not everyone followed it willingly or gladly. 

In fact, landowners often kept gleaners out, and failing to take care of the poor, the foreigner, the 

widow, and the orphan was one of the charges God continually had to bring against his people. Further, 

gleaning could be rough work. Bump into someone hungrier than you and expect to get shoved around 

and maybe even beat up. All of this made the situation Ruth was entering into a potentially dangerous 

one. Who knew how an unattached, single woman, and a Moabite at that, would be treated, or even 

taken advantage of? How many of us would expect to find kindness in this space? 

II. Scene 2 – Out in the Field ( vv. 3-17) 

 A. Well, “as it turned out,” scene 2 finds Ruth out in a field which just happened to be owned by 

a man named Boaz. We might not get all the connections at first, but this was a remarkable place for 

Ruth to land. Literally, this phrase, “as it turned out,” is translated “her chance chanced upon.” In 

modern idiom this would be rendered: “by a stroke of luck.” But was it really luck, or fate, or 

coincidence? More likely, the narrator is being highly ironic here, almost screaming to the reader: “Can 

you see the hand of God at work here people? Pay attention!”  

 B. God’s fingerprints become clearer as we come to learn the kind of man Boaz is. The text calls 

him a man of standing, which means he wasn’t necessarily the kind of guy you’d meet on The Bachelor, 
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but that he was a man of high character. When he greets his workers with “The LORD be with you,” we 

begin to see this character unfold. He’s not, gratefully, the kind of man who talks the talk but fails to 

walk the walk. Rather, the text describes some amazing ways in which he goes above and beyond social 

convention or legal requirement to show kindness to Ruth. He spoke to her. He told her how to find the 

best places to glean. When she boldly asked for a privileged place right behind the harvesters, where 

plenty of gain would be found, he agreed. He gave her free access to the water jars that the men had 

filled. He invited her to join the group for lunch in his executive dining room, and saw that she had far 

more than she needed once she sat down. He instructed his men to leave a little extra in the field for 

her. And perhaps above all, he instituted perhaps the first ever sexual-harassment policy in the 

workplace by warning his men not to take advantage of her. 

 C. What prompted all of this, especially to a foreign woman? It certainly came out of how Boaz 

understood the kindness that the LORD had for him, and the call to extend the kindness he himself had 

received. It also came from the way Boaz had seen Ruth extend such kindness to Naomi. And it also 

must’ve come from the woman who raised him, a woman named Rahab, who also, along with Ruth, 

appears in the genealogy of Jesus (Ma. 1:5). We first meet Rahab in Joshua 2. She was the Canaanite 

prostitute who lived in Jericho who welcomed and then hid the spies that Joshua had sent as God’s 

people were beginning to enter the land. She, like Ruth, had thrown her lot in with the God of the 

Israelites and so Boaz grew up understanding that foreigners and aliens were welcomed into and able to 

enjoy the blessing of God’s covenant community. Even though there had been a ban, God welcomed 

under the refuge of his wings those who would turn to him, no matter what their past or where they 

came from. In his kindness to Ruth, Boaz was simply living out what he had learned from and about his 

mother and her relationship with the living God as she had raised him. 

III. Scene 3 – Looking in the Basket (vv. 18-23) 

 A. So Ruth worked into the evening hour and wound up carting home somewhere around 30 

pounds of threshed barley, the equivalent of a couple of week’s wages for an average worker! By the 

way, can you just imagine how Naomi must’ve been feeling as she waited at home, in the days before 

cell phones, wondering and worrying if Ruth was ok? What a hard day that had to have been for her. But 

when she heard Ruth’s footsteps, and the sound of a basket being dragged across the stone path, 

everything changed. As she and Naomi peered into Ruth’s basket and added it all up, there was plenty 

to go around and plenty leftover; there was great fullness that had come into their emptiness.  

 B. Even more, when Naomi found out that the field in which Ruth had been gleaning belonged 

to Boaz, her spirits began to lift. Again, from Carolyn Custis James, Naomi’s discovery of the presence of 

Boaz in her life caused “a gentle breeze of hope to blow lightly over her despairing soul.” Not only did 

Boaz treat Ruth very generously and graciously, but since Boaz was related to Naomi’s husband, it made 

him a “guardian-redeemer.” That is, a near relative whose obligation it was to seek the well-being of a 

relation in distress. Sometimes their role was to re-purchase property a relative had been forced to sell, 

or to buy back an individual who had needed to sell themselves into slavery, or to track down a 

murderer of a near relative, or to marry a widow who dead husband had left her childless.  

 C. As Naomi considered this guardian-redeemer, Boaz, I think it safe to say that as she pondered 

what had taken place in her life in recent years, even as she considered how the hand of God had taken 

her through some pretty dark and difficult alleys, Naomi saw no stroke of luck, no fate, no coincidence, 

but only God lovingly and graciously working his purposes out. She saw that the same hand that had 
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sent the famine had been with her in the midst of tragedy, had brought her a wonderful daughter-in-

law, had brought her back to Bethlehem at precisely the beginning of the harvest season, and had now 

led Ruth to the field owned by Boaz, not just any landowner, but a gracious man as well as a relative 

who could rescue them both from poverty and loneliness.   

She saw, as well, pictures of God’s kindness in the kindness Ruth had shown to her, in the kindness that 

Boaz was showing to Ruth, and in the kindness that fell under the larger umbrella of what God 

continued to show to his people, in the midst of their chaos. What we’re able to glimpse is God working 

his providence out through the kindness of his people. So maybe the best place to start as we consider 

God’s providence is to make sure we are aware of the depth of God’s kindness to us, and then to ask 

how he might want us to show such kindness to another, and then trust him to work his purposes out, 

for our good and his glory.     

      

 


